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Approaches to Diagnosis
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Misdiagnosis is common!
Most misguided care results from
thinking errors rather than technical
mistakes.
Major thinking traps: “three
three As”
As


Anchoring
 Shortcut in thinking when a person
doesn’t consider multiple possibilities but
quickly latches on to a single one.



Availability
 Tendency to judge the likelihood of an
event by the ease with which relevant
examples come to mind.



Attribution
Att ib tion
 Based on stereotypes that are based on
someone's appearance, emotional state
or circumstances

Key question to avoid these traps:
“What else can it be?”

"Usually doctors are right,
but conservatively about
15 percent of all people
are misdiagnosed. Some
experts think it's as high
as 20 to 25 percent," Groopman

Process of diagnosis: all about
probability and decision making
under uncertainty!
Test

Treatment

Threshold
0%

No Tests

Threshold

Probability of Diagnosis
Need to Test

100%

Treat
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Thresholds for decision-making: when will you stop investigating?
when will you test further? when will you rule out disease?
Above this point,
treat

Disease
ruled IN

Disease
not
ruled in
or out

Below this point,
no further testing

Disease
ruled OUT

The Perfect Diagnostic Test

☺
X
No Disease

☻
Y
Diseased
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Variations In Diagnostic Tests

☺

☻
Overlap
p

Range of Variation in Disease free
Range of Variation in Diseased

Example: TST distribution

Pai M et al. ITJLD 2008
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There is no perfect test!

All we can hope to do is increase or
decrease probabilities, and Bayes’
theorem helps with this process

Bayes' theory
•Bayes' Theorem is a simple mathematical formula used for

calculating conditional probabilities

• every test is done with a certain probability of disease -

degree of suspicion [pre-test or prior probability]
• the probability of disease after the test result is the post-test

or posterior probability

pre-test
pre
test
probability

post-test
post
test
probability

Test

Post-test odds = Pre-test odds x Likelihood ratio
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The most simplistic way of
explaining Bayes’ theorem

What you thought before + New information = What you think now

Newman T, Kohn MA. Evidence-based diagnosis. 2009, Cambridge Univ Press

Bayesian approach to diagnosis
post-test
probability
HIGH
• An accurate test will help reduce

uncertainty
• The pre-test probability is revised

using test result to get the post-test
probability
• Tests that produce the biggest
changes from pretest to post-test
probabilities are most useful in
clinical practice [very large or very
smallll lik
likelihood
lih d ratios]
ti ]
• LR also called “Bayes Factor”

pre-test
probability
LOW

Test

pre-test
probability
HIGH

Test

post-test
probability
LOW
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The diagnostic process is Bayesian,
probabilistic, multivariable and sequential

Moons KGM. In: Grobbee & Hoes. Clinical Epidemiology. 2009

Diagnosis Vs Screening
A diagnostic test is done on sick people

patient presents with symptoms
 pre-test probability of disease is high (i.e. disease
prevalence is high)
A screening test is usually done on asymptomatic,
apparently healthy people
 healthy people are encouraged to get screened
 pre-test probability of disease is low (i.e. disease
prevalence is low)
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Diagnosis vs. prediction
Diagnosis:
g


Disease has already occurred and we are trying to
detect its presence

Prognosis:


Disease has not occurred and we want to know
who is most likely to develop the disease

Both are amenable to multivariable
approaches and prediction models
They are often mixed up


Sometimes a diagnostic test itself can be used to
predict future outcomes (e.g. PSA)
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Types of diagnostic study designs
(Phased approach)
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Phases in intervention/drug trials
Phase I: Researchers test a new drug or treatment in a small group of people
safety determine a safe dosage range,
range and
for the first time to evaluate its safety,
identify side effects.
Phase II: The drug or treatment is given to a larger group of people to see if
it is effective and to further evaluate its safety.
Phase III: The drug or treatment is given to large groups of people to
confirm its effectiveness, monitor side effects, compare it to commonly used
treatments, and collect information that will allow the drug or treatment to be
used safely
safely.
Phase IV: Studies are done after the drug or treatment has been marketed to
gather information on the drug's effect in various populations and any side
effects associated with long-term use.

BMJ 2002;324:539–41
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Phase I to IV diagnostic studies
Phase I questions


Do test results in patients with the target disorder differ from those
i normall people?
l ?
in

BMJ 2002;324:539–41

Phase I to IV diagnostic studies
Phase II questions
 Are patients with certain test results more likely to have the
target disorder than patients with other test results?

BMJ 2002;324:539–41
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Phase I to IV diagnostic studies
Phase III questions


Does the test result distinguish patients with and without the
target disorder among patients in whom it is clinically
reasonable to suspect that the disease is present?

BMJ 2002;324:539–41

Phase I to IV diagnostic studies
Phase IV questions


Do p
patients who undergo
test fare better (in
g this diagnostic
g
(
their ultimate health outcomes) than similar patients who
are not tested?

BMJ 2002;324:539–41
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Phases in technology development
I. Feasibility,
promise

I. Technical
efficacy

I. Preclinical
exploratory

II. Studies of
diagnostic
accuracy

II. Diagnostic
accuracy efficacy

II. Clinical assay
and validation

III. Diagnostic
thinking efficacy

III. Retrospective
longitudinal

IV. Therapeutic
efficacy

IV. Prospective
screening

V. Patient
outcome efficacy

V. Disease
control

III. Studies of
clinical value
IV. Studies for
monitoring
routine use

VI. Societal
efficacy
Freedman et al. 1987

Thornbury and Fryback, 1992

Pepe, 2005

Moons et al. Epidemiology 1999

Moons et al. JECH 2002

Moons et al. Clin Chem 2004
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Multivariable approach
Key outcome here
is what is the
added value of a
new test, beyond
all the prior tests
that may have
been done
(including
history/physical)

Moons KGM. In: Grobbee & Hoes. Clinical Epidemiology. 2009
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Phased evaluation of medical tests

Med Desic Making 2009

Design is often decided by: what is the
real purpose of the test?

Bossuyt, BMJ, 2006
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Approach to follow
What is the current situation?


Setting, Patients, Prior testing, consequences

What will the new test / strategy add?
How may the (which?) outcomes change?
What type of evidence is needed?

Replacement
No change in consequences for TP,
FP, FN, TN
Accuracy may be enough
(preferably paired data)
Other info needed: costs, safety,
burden, indeterminate results…
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Add on
Potential change in consequences,
also extra numbers
(either extra positives or extra negatives)

Extra testing: extra time, burden
Other info needed: costs, safety,
burden, indeterminate results…
Effect of change in consequences

Triage
May result in a completely different
pathway and different population
Accuracy will not be enough
Other info needed: costs
costs, safety
safety,
burden, indeterminate results…
Advantage of early diagnosis?
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Key issue to appreciate:
Accuracy may or may not
result in clinical impact (on
patient outcomes)

Rapid measurement of B-type natriuretic peptide
in the emergency diagnosis of heart failure

Maisel et al, N Engl J Med. 2002 Jul 18;347(3):
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Rapid tests for influenza: Test accuracy

Meta-analysis

Chartrand C et al.

40
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Rapid tests for influenza: Clinical impact

“Impact” outcomes include:
Pediatrics 2003;112;363-367

•Change in clinical decisions
•Reduction in antibiotic use
•Increased antiviral use
•Decreased length of time to discharge
•Reduction in lab investigations, etc
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Most diagnostic studies are focused on
technical and accuracy issues

Tatsioni, Annals
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BMJ 2008

Relevant books
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